Agility’s commercial business, Agility Integrated Logistics (AIL), is headquartered in Bahrain. Agility AIL provides supply chain solutions to meet complex and traditional customer needs. It offers air, sea, and road freight forwarding, warehousing, distribution, and value-added services for project logistics, fast and frozen foods, and chemicals.

Agility’s unique collection of portfolio businesses includes Agility Defense & Government Services, a logistics provider to governments, ministries of defense and international organizations. Agility’s industrial and project logistics connects world-class industrial innovation and offers solutions in customs optimization and clearance, supply management and networking, aviation services, marine infrastructure, and life support.

To bring more agility to your supply chain, please contact:

**DEFENSE & GOVERNMENT SERVICES**
- Americas
  - Washington, DC, USA
    - T: +1 703 654 3000
dg@agilitylogistics.com

**INFRASTRUCTURE**
- Dubai, United Arab Emirates
  - T: +971 4 333 1348
infrastructure@agilitylogistics.com

**GLOBAL INTEGRATED LOGISTICS**
- Europe
  - Basel, Switzerland
    - T: +41 31 616 3161
  - London, United Kingdom
    - T: +44 20 3600 6100
  - Singapore
    - T: +65 6463 1515
  - Dubai, United Arab Emirates
    - T: +971 4 333 1348
  - Shanghai, China
    - T: +86 21 6230 6900
  - Madrid, Spain
    - T: +34 91 539 9300
  - Pune, India
    - T: +91 20 6646 0100
  - Istanbul, Turkey
    - T: +90 212 547 0100
  - Dubai, United Arab Emirates
    - T: +971 4 333 1348
  - London, United Kingdom
    - T: +44 20 3600 6100
  - Paris, France
    - T: +33 1 56 30 13 00
  - Lagos, Nigeria
    - T: +234 1 287 7400
  - Paris, France
    - T: +33 1 56 30 13 00
  - Dubai, United Arab Emirates
    - T: +971 4 333 1348
  - Dubai, United Arab Emirates
    - T: +971 4 333 1348

**PROJECT LOGISTICS**
- Houston, Texas, USA
  - T: +1 713 863 2461
  - projectlogistics@agility.com

**FUELS**
- Dubai, United Arab Emirates
  - T: +971 4 333 1348
  - Dubai, United Arab Emirates
  - T: +971 4 333 1348
  - Dubai, United Arab Emirates
  - T: +971 4 333 1348
  - Dubai, United Arab Emirates
  - T: +971 4 333 1348
  - Dubai, United Arab Emirates
  - T: +971 4 333 1348

**FAIRS & EVENTS**
- Dubai, United Arab Emirates
  - T: +971 4 333 1348
  - Dubai, United Arab Emirates
  - T: +971 4 333 1348
  - Dubai, United Arab Emirates
  - T: +971 4 333 1348
  - Dubai, United Arab Emirates
  - T: +971 4 333 1348
  - Dubai, United Arab Emirates
  - T: +971 4 333 1348
  - Dubai, United Arab Emirates
  - T: +971 4 333 1348

**CHEMICALS**
- Singapore
  - T: +65 6463 1515
chemicals@agilitylogistics.com

**ROAD & AIR**
- Dubai, United Arab Emirates
  - T: +971 4 333 1348
roadandair@agilitylogistics.com

**STORAGE & DISTRIBUTION**
- India
  - T: +91 22 498 1193
storageanddistribution@agilitylogistics.com

Agility’s AIL, Sea Freight Management, Adaptable Products for Dependable Performance

A Worldwide Network for Collaboration on Any Scale

Agility’s more than 22,000 employees in over 100 countries are united by a commitment to our customers and energized by our role in helping them succeed. Our Sea Freight products are an integral piece of our total freight forwarding capability. They combine easily with our regional Road Freight networks to give you door-to-door deliveries worldwide, or with our Air Freight for a unified Sea/ Air product that leverages the cost and timing benefits of both transport modes.

Furthermore, Agility provides individual supply chain consultation through our logistics experts and brings specialized knowledge to specific industries, like Project Logistics, Chemicals and Fairs & Events, through our specialty businesses. Together, these groups from Agility Global Integrated Logistics, give you access to vast resources and a worldwide network of dedicated people.

To bring more agility to your supply chain, please contact:
Agility's commercial business, Global Integrated Logistics (GIL), is headquartered in Kuwait. Agility GIL provides supply chain solutions to high-complexity and traditional customer needs: GIL, ocean, air, road, and rail freight forwarding, warehousing, distribution, and specialized services for project logistics, fast and frozen food, and chemicals.

Agility’s suite of services includes Global Integrated Logistics, a worldwide network for collaboration on any scale. Agility’s comprehensive Ocean, Air, Road, Rail, and Sea Freight products are an integral piece of our total freight forwarding capability. They combine easily with our regional Road Freight networks to give you door-to-door deliveries worldwide, or with our Air Freight for a quantifiable Sea/Air product that leverages the cost and timing benefits of both transport modes.

Furthermore, Agility provides individual supply chain consultation through our logistics experts and brings specialized knowledge to specific industries, like Project Logistics, Chemicals, and Fairs & Events, through our specialty businesses. Together, these groups from Agility Global Integrated Logistics, giving you access to vast resources and a worldwide network of dedicated people.

**Sea Freight Management**

Adaptable Products for Dependable Performance

**Global Support**

A Worldwide Network for Collaboration on Any Scale

Agility’s more than 22,000 employees in over 100 countries are united by a commitment to our customers and energized by our role in helping them succeed. Our Ocean Freight products are an integral part of our total freight forwarding capability. They combine easily with our regional Road Freight networks to give you door-to-door deliveries worldwide, or with our Air Freight for a quantifiable Sea/Air product that leverages the cost and timing benefits of both transport modes.

Furthermore, Agility provides individual supply chain consultation through our logistics experts and brings specialized knowledge to specific industries, like Project Logistics, Chemicals, and Fairs & Events, through our specialty businesses. Together, these groups from Agility Global Integrated Logistics, giving you access to vast resources and a worldwide network of dedicated people.
Proven Partners for Complete Confidence

When you have Ocean Freight professionals matching frequent sailings and flexible service options to your specific business objectives, you have Agility’s brand of Personal Service. Our freight management experts partner with you to learn your business first-hand. Equipped with an intimate understanding of your supply chain requirements, we pull from a range of standard Ocean Freight products and supplementary options to secure the space allocation, timing, frequency and rates that fit your precise objectives. Whether we need to reserve an oversize container or set up a custompreferred security package to maximize your cargo’s value, Agility Ocean Freight specialists treat each shipment with the care and attention it takes to earn your trust.

Ocean Freight Products

Wide Range for Greater Flexibility

Agility’s Ocean Freight products offer the capacity, frequency and pick-up and delivery options necessary for smooth operations in a dynamic, global marketplace. We provide both Roll Container Load (RCL) and less than Container Load (LCL) services for your day-to-day shipments, as well as out-of-gauge and freakish bulky for your non-containerized cargo. Our freight experts are compliant with the latest advance cargo handling and security requirements and are available to assist with your pick-up and export handling, import handling and delivery and capacity management. Agility’s pre-arranged services, administered by custom specialists will turn to current laws and regulations, stormy processes and define accurate documentation to save you time. All of Agility’s Ocean Freight products have dedicated professionals around the world ready to respond to your urgent inquiries, so your ocean freight not only gets to its destination on time—it gets the right treatment every step of the way.

Product Range:
- RCL
- LCL

Supports partial container loads with regular and reliable connections worldwide.

Support Line:
Our competitive rates, frequent sailings and customizable services are available through Agility’s dedicated New Vector Operating Commodities Carrier (NVOC). Support Line: Seaport (has) special rate volume agreements with many global and specialized niche carriers to make more individual services available to you. As a result, Agility can offer multiple sailing per week in every carrier alliance. We also arrange individual bills of lading and Ocean Cargo Bills for the immediate release of your cargo at its destination, as well as DTD bookings and event dates with major carriers. Seaport Line gives you the cost savings, convenience and trust that come with a single-source carrier.

Ocean Freight Options

Configurable Choices for Additional Attention

Agility’s Ocean Freight solutions bring a customizable dimension to our standard freight products. Our ease-to-add options continue to your business needs and provide your shipments a further shape of personal involvement.

Ocean Freight Products

- Barcoding
- Palletizing
- Hazardous
- Customized

Wide Range for Greater Flexibility

Agility offers additional and special handling for shipments that require them, including:
- High-Value Cargo Transportation
- Temperature Controlled Transportation
- Customs Clearance
- Fumigating
- Handling
- Filing of Bills
- Documentation
- Hazmat Cargo Transportation
- Short Term Storage

Sea Freight Options

- Merge as Needed
- Surface Consolidation
- Photo Management
- Ocean Cargo Management
- Land and Air Optimization
- Environmental Collection
- Cargo Handling Compliance Management
- Cross Docking
- Substitution

Security Business

When your link requires specialized knowledge beyond standard freight forwarding products, Agility calls on its experienced General Freight Forwarding (GFF) area experts and freight managers. Our operational professionals have distinct business challenges unique to these sectors, and are able to identify and execute comprehensive solutions tailored to your objectives.

Agility Logistics Tools

Our collection of state-of-the-art logistics tools allows you to know shipment status, manage inventory, schedule actions and perform surveys. These operational systems, administrated in conjunction between individuals and provide powerful search capabilities and detailed performances reporting for better visibility and control of your supply chain.

Tracking Tools for Total Visibility

Agility’s online tracking tool gives you the peace of mind that comes with complete transparency. Our proprietary technology provides easy, instant access to your sea freight status, and allows you to follow a single shipment in real-time.
Sea Freight Experts

Proven Partners for Complete Confidence

When you have Sea Freight professionals matching frequent sailings and flexible service options to your specific business objectives, you have Agility’s brand of Personal Service. Our freight management experts partner with you to learn your business first-hand. Equipped with an intimate understanding of your supply chain requirements, we pull from a range of standard Sea Freight products and supplementary options to secure the space allocation, timing, frequency and rates that fit your precise objectives.

Whether we need to reserve an oversize container or securely transport your high-value cargo, Agility Sea Freight specialists treat each shipment with the care and attention it takes to earn your trust.

Sea Freight Products

Wide Range for Greater Flexibility

Agility’s Sea Freight products offer the capacity, frequency and pick-up and delivery options necessary for smooth operations in a dynamic, global marketplace. We provide both Full Container Load (FCL) and Less than Container Load (LCL) services for your day-to-day shipments, as well as out-of-gauge and Break Bulk services for your non-containable cargo. Our freight experts are compliant with the latest advances in cargo-handling and security requirements and are available to assist with your pick-up and export handling, import handling and delivery, and capacity management.

Agility’s pre-shipment services, administered by customs specialists, will be based on current laws and regulations, procedures and processes and deliver accurate documentation to save you time. All of our Sea Freight products have dedicated professionals around the world ready to respond to your urgent inquiries, so your sea freight not only gets to its destination on time—it gets the right treatment every step of the way.

**Product Range:**
- **FCL**
- **LCL**

*FCL*

Supports partial container loads with regular and reliable connection worldwide.

*FCL*

Frequent sailings and competitive rates are available through Agility’s dedicated New Vessel Operating Common Carrier (NVOC), Seaport Line. Seaport Line has signed long-term service agreements with many global and regional shipping lines to ensure individual services available to you. As a result, Agility can offer multiple sailing per week in every carrier alliance. We also manage trucklifts and FCL container roll-on/roll-off services for the immediate release of your cargo at its destination, as well as EIR bookings and event tickets with major carriers. Seaport Line gives you the cost savings, convenience and trust that come with a single-source carrier.

Support Line:

Our competitive rates, frequent sailings and customizable services are available through Agility’s dedicated New Vessel Operating Common Carrier (NVOC), Seaport Line. Seaport Line has signed long-term service agreements with many global and regional shipping lines to ensure individual services available to you. As a result, Agility can offer multiple sailing per week in every carrier alliance. We also manage trucklifts and FCL container roll-on/roll-off services for the immediate release of your cargo at its destination, as well as EIR bookings and event tickets with major carriers. Seaport Line gives you the cost savings, convenience and trust that come with a single-source carrier.

Ocean Freight Options

Configurable Choices for Additional Attention

Agility’s ocean freight option offers a configurable dimension to our standard Ocean Freight products. Our easy-to-use options continue to your business needs and provide you with a tailored shape of your personal involvement.

**Sea Freight Options:**
- **LCL**
- **FCL**

**Logistics Services Options**

Our freight experts take care of your everyday business from load or break-batch pickup and delivery, including:

- *Storage*
- *Custodian*
- *Tracking*
- *Security*
- *Compliance*

**Specialty Business**

Where your needs require specialized knowledge beyond standard freight forwarding products, Agility calls on its experienced network of specialist experts. These experts operate in numerous sectors, including specialized logistics and provide powerful search capabilities and tailored performance operating for better visibility and control of your supply chains.

Tracking Tool for Total Visibility

Agility’s online tracking tool gives you the peace of mind that comes with complete transparency. Our proprietary technology provides real-time access to your ocean freight status, allowing you to view a single shipment in real-time.
Agility's commercial business, Global Integrated Logistics (GIL), is headquartered in Luxembourg. Agility GIL provides supply chain solutions to treat complex and traditional customer needs. GIL offers air, sea, road and rail freight forwarding, warehousing, distribution and value-added services to project logistics, fast and为准, food and chemicals.

Agility's unique collection of portfolio businesses includes Agility Defense & Government Services, a logistics provider to governments, ministries of defense and international organizations. Agility's portfolio also includes Project Logistics, a global provider of project management and execution services; aviation, marine and road transportation; and an industry-leading provider of chemical logistics.

Global Support

A Worldwide Network for Collaboration on Any Scale

Agility’s more than 22,000 employees in over 100 countries are united by a commitment to our customers and energized by our role in helping them succeed. Our Sea Freight products are an integral piece of our total freight forwarding capability. They combine easily with our regional Road Freight networks to give you door-to-door deliveries worldwide, or with our Air Freight for a unified Sea-Air product that leverages the cost and timing benefits of both transport modes.

Furthermore, Agility provides individual supply chain consultation through our logistics experts and brings specialized knowledge to specific industries, like Project Logistics, Chemicals and Fairs & Events, through our specialty businesses. Together, these groups from Agility Global Integrated Logistics, giving you access to vast resources and a worldwide network of dedicated people.